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Probing and understanding metabolic pathways and dysfunction is an approach that leads to new insights, which may help to develop cures for a variety of diseases including Alzheimer\'s and cancer. Hyperpolarized nuclear magnetic resonance (HP‐NMR) is an emerging approach in the fields of chemistry, biochemistry, biological sciences, and medical diagnostics to probe chemical reactions or metabolic events in vitro and in vivo and correlate them to disease detection, progression, or treatment responses.[1](#open201800024-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#open201800024-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#open201800024-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#open201800024-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#open201800024-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#open201800024-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Various hyperpolarization methods exist, of which dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP),[1](#open201800024-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#open201800024-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#open201800024-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#open201800024-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#open201800024-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#open201800024-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} spin exchange optical pumping (SEOP)[7](#open201800024-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#open201800024-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#open201800024-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#open201800024-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} of noble gases, and the use of *para*‐hydrogen[11](#open201800024-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#open201800024-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#open201800024-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#open201800024-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#open201800024-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#open201800024-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#open201800024-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#open201800024-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#open201800024-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#open201800024-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#open201800024-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#open201800024-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#open201800024-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#open201800024-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#open201800024-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#open201800024-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#open201800024-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#open201800024-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#open201800024-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#open201800024-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#open201800024-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#open201800024-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#open201800024-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} are of relevance to medicine. In HP‐NMR, the signals of molecular tracers are boosted by more than 10 000‐fold compared to the thermal equilibrium values that are normally accessed in a typical laboratory. The hyperpolarization of ^13^C nuclei is of special interest, as they often possess longitudinal relaxation times that range typically between several tens of seconds to a few minutes, which define the enhanced polarization lifespan.[3](#open201800024-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} For example, the signal of pyruvate can be monitored for 2--3 min if ^13^C‐labeled molecules are used.[3](#open201800024-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Currently, dissolution DNP is the most prominent methodology for hyperpolarizing metabolites. Despite enormous advancements, DNP remains a costly method that takes up to hours to polarize molecules of interest and it requires on‐site specialized equipment as well as the utilization of cryogenic liquid helium. *para*‐Hydrogen can be used as an alternative, simpler method for enhancing the NMR signal of molecules, and it can easily be generated in large quantities either on‐site or off‐site and stored for periods of weeks at room temperature, as the spin order resides in a long‐lived singlet state.[11](#open201800024-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#open201800024-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#open201800024-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#open201800024-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#open201800024-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#open201800024-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#open201800024-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#open201800024-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#open201800024-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#open201800024-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#open201800024-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#open201800024-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#open201800024-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#open201800024-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#open201800024-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#open201800024-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#open201800024-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#open201800024-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#open201800024-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#open201800024-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} Signal enhancements are achieved within a few seconds, allowing for rapid succession of experiments with potential new applications of measuring real‐time metabolic or treatment response upon a continuous replenishing of metabolites.

Two successful *para*‐hydrogen‐based hyperpolarization schemes have been devised to date: *para*‐hydrogen‐induced polarization (PHIP)[11](#open201800024-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#open201800024-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#open201800024-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#open201800024-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#open201800024-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#open201800024-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#open201800024-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#open201800024-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#open201800024-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#open201800024-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} and signal amplification by reversible exchange (SABRE).[21](#open201800024-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#open201800024-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#open201800024-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#open201800024-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#open201800024-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#open201800024-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#open201800024-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#open201800024-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#open201800024-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#open201800024-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} In the latter method, the singlet order of *para*‐hydrogen is converted into observable magnetization in a substrate of interest, mediated by a transition‐metal complex.[21](#open201800024-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} *para*‐Hydrogen, the metal complex, and the substrate form a temporarily stable complex, during which polarization transfer to the nuclear spins occurs and the substrate remains unchanged.[21](#open201800024-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} SABRE performs best in organic solvents, which has, so far, excluded in vivo experiments and work is on the way to make polarization accessible in biocompatible solvents.[27](#open201800024-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#open201800024-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#open201800024-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#open201800024-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} PHIP is an approach in which an unsaturated bond in a precursor molecule is being hydrogenated with *para*‐hydrogen.[11](#open201800024-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#open201800024-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#open201800024-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#open201800024-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#open201800024-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#open201800024-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#open201800024-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#open201800024-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#open201800024-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#open201800024-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} During the hydrogenation process, the symmetry of *para*‐hydrogen is broken and observable polarization is obtained.[20](#open201800024-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} In vivo PHIP experiments have mainly been restricted to hyperpolarized hydroxyethyl propionate, succinate, and tetrafluoropropyl propionate.[11](#open201800024-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#open201800024-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#open201800024-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#open201800024-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} Metabolites that lack unsaturated precursors, such as pyruvate, could not be polarized until the introduction of PHIP by means of a sidearm hydrogenation (PHIP‐SAH).[15](#open201800024-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#open201800024-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#open201800024-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} In PHIP‐SAH, a ^13^C‐labeled metabolite is attached to a sidearm with an unsaturated bond that is hydrogenated with *para*‐hydrogen, and the resulting polarization is transferred from protons to the ^13^C nucleus. Finally, the sidearm is cleaved off, yielding the hyperpolarized metabolite.[15](#open201800024-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} A similar approach has been investigated for hyperpolarizing ethanol and has recently been shown to be applicable in gas‐phase reactions.[31](#open201800024-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#open201800024-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} Polarization transfer in PHIP‐SAH has been achieved so far by a field‐cycling procedure, in which a sample is shuttled into a magnetic field below the earth\'s field, followed by re‐magnetization to transfer proton polarization to ^13^C‐labeled nuclei.[15](#open201800024-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#open201800024-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#open201800024-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} It was theoretically predicted that about 40 % of the initial two‐spin singlet order of *para*‐hydrogen could be transferred with this technique and about 5 % polarization was achieved experimentally.[17](#open201800024-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} In this work, we extend the PHIP‐SAH methodology for generating hyperpolarized metabolites by introducing 1) a prototypical molecular system that acts as a metabolite precursor, based on a ^13^C and deuterium isotope labeling scheme at various positions; 2) a novel pulsed NMR experiment, which is operated at high field that can transfer ^1^H polarization originating from *para*‐hydrogen to the first ^13^C nucleus in the designed sidearm and, in a subsequent step, to the ^13^C nucleus in the metabolite. We show that the proposed pulse sequence can achieve a theoretical spin order transfer close to 95 % in the designed system. Finally, we demonstrate the cleavage of the precursor to release the hyperpolarized metabolite. The procedure is summarized in Figure [1](#open201800024-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}, starting from an unsaturated, double ^13^C‐labeled cinnamyl ester (here: acetate or pyruvate). The chosen cinnamyl esters have a triple bond that result in the fast hydrogenation necessary for efficient competition with relaxation effects, resulting in high polarization. On the other hand, by utilizing a non‐terminal triple bond, the chosen catalyst selectively hydrogenates the compound in organic solvents (here: \[D~6~\]acetone) to the double bond only, as described in the literature.[34](#open201800024-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, it makes the starting molecules more hydrophobic, which is necessary for performing the reaction in organic solvent and may facilitate separation of the metabolite after its cleavage, for example, by extraction. Notably, all steps (*para*‐hydrogenation, coherent polarization transfer to the target ^13^C nuclei, and bond cleavage for metabolite release) are performed within the magnetic field of the NMR spectrometer. We demonstrate that our approach leads to over 23 000‐fold signal enhancement at 7 T or 13 % ^13^C polarization for *para*‐hydrogenation products of metabolite precursors within 20 s without the necessity for field cycling equipment.

![Steps of the pulsed polarization transfer from *para*‐hydrogen to a metabolite in a double‐labeled ^13^C precursor. Red indicates the polarized nucleus.](OPEN-7-344-g001){#open201800024-fig-0001}

To efficiently polarize metabolites, we designed a novel NMR sequence and the labeled esters. The *J*‐connectivity of the molecular systems used in this work is depicted in Figure [2](#open201800024-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} a, and the NMR pulse sequence used for converting spin order from the *para*‐hydrogen ^1^H~1~‐\*^1^H~2~ pair into heteronuclear in‐phase magnetization of the deuterated methylene ^13^C~3~ nucleus and of the carboxylate ^13^C~4~ nucleus is shown in Figure [2](#open201800024-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} b. The sequences are designed for spin‐order transfer (SOT) at high magnetic fields in weakly coupled systems, which may as well be a permanent magnet setup with, for example, *B* ~0~\> 0.5 T.[35](#open201800024-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} The sequence operation will be concisely described in the following paragraphs, whereas a more detailed analysis is presented in the Supporting Information. The initial density matrix of the added proton pair is described by the product operator *ρ* ~0~=*I* ~1z~ *I* ~2z~, as hydrogenation occurs incoherently in high magnetic field (PASADENA‐style *para*‐hydrogenation).[20](#open201800024-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} With reference to Figure [2](#open201800024-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} b, the longitudinal two‐spin order *I* ~1z~ *I* ~2z~ is firstly transferred from the *para*‐hydrogen protons to *anti*‐phase magnetization *I* ~1z~ *S* ~3x~ on the ^1^H~2~--^13^C~3~ pair. The sequence is then alternatively concatenated with the blocks in Figure 2 b~1~ or 2 b~2~ to obtain in‐phase magnetization on ^13^C~3~ or ^13^C~4~, respectively. In the one case, an INEPT block allows to direct the spin density operator *I* ~1z~ *S* ~3x~ to *S* ~3y~/2. In the other case~,~ *I* ~1z~ *S* ~3x~ is firstly transformed into coherence involving only the two carbons *S* ~3x~ *S* ~4z~ and then to *S* ~4y~/2 for direct observation or to *S* ~4z~/2 for storage before the cleavage step. In linear *J*‐connected chains, the proposed sequences achieve 100 % coherent SOT from two‐spin longitudinal order of *para*‐hydrogen to carbon magnetization if relaxation is disregarded. Here, the efficiency of the transfer between an initial state *ρ* ~0~ at time *t* ~0~ and a given state *ρ* ~f~ at time *t* is intended as: *φ*=\|\<*ρ* ~f~\|*U*\|*ρ* ~0~\>\|/(\|*ρ* ~f~∥*ρ* ~0~\|), where *U* is the evolution operator between *t* ~0~ and *t*.

![NMR pulse sequences for heteronuclear spin order transfer. a) The asymmetric *J*‐connectivity in the *para*‐hydrogenated sidearm is exploited to transfer spin order from the added *para*‐H~2~ to the labeled carbons ^13^C~3~ and ^13^C~4~. The nuclei that compose the spin system of interest are highlighted in red. b) Pulse sequences for spin‐order transfer to ^13^C magnetization: b~1~) polarization of ^13^C~3~ and b2) polarization of ^13^C~4~. The thin and large rectangles represent 90° and 180° pulses, and the subscripts indicate the phases. The black filled rectangle in the sequence block (b~1~) represent a selective pulse on ^13^C~3~. The vertical dashed lines separate the logical blocks of the pulse sequence. The circled numbers highlight specific time points used to follow the evolution of the spin density operator through the sequence as reported in the list beside the drawing. The dashed 90° pulse after timepoint 9 is used to convert *S* ~4y~ into *S* ~4z~ for magnetization storage before the cleavage step.](OPEN-7-344-g002){#open201800024-fig-0002}

The standard PH‐INEPT sequences used for SOT at high magnetic fields assume that the two nuclei are equally affected by a non‐selective pulse. With a nutation angle of the first pulse on the ^1^H channel being set to 45°, one can achieve a maximum 50 % polarization transfer.[18](#open201800024-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Indeed, the effect of a pulse *β* with phase *y* on the *para*‐hydrogen spin order is given by Equation [(1)](#open201800024-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}:[19](#open201800024-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} $$\left. \rho{}_{0}\mspace{510mu} = I{}_{1z}I{}_{2z}\rightarrow{}_{\beta(y)}\,\rho{}_{1} \right.{= I{}_{1z}I{}_{2z}\,\cos{}^{2}\,\beta + I{}_{1x}I{}_{2x}\,\sin{}^{2}\,\beta + \left( I{}_{1x}I{}_{2y} + I{}_{1y}I{}_{2x} \right)\left\lbrack \sin\left( 2\,\beta \right) \right\rbrack/2}$$

so that the nutation angle of 45° converts only half of the *para*‐hydrogen spin order into *anti*‐phase proton magnetization for further polarization transfer. The sequence proposed here is adapted to the possibility of distinguishing the two polarized protons, owing to their position on the designed sidearm, because, after *para*‐hydrogenation, the ^3^ *J* ~1,3~ coupling is large compared to ^2^ *J* ~2,3~ (less than 0.5 Hz is estimated). This allows us to disregard the evolution under ^2^ *J* ~2,3~ and to optimize the first delay Δ~A~ with respect to ^3^ *J* ~1,3~ only~.~ As the sequence can be applied to target heteronuclei other than ^13^C, the acronym ESOTHERIC (efficient spin order transfer to heteronuclei via relayed INEPT chains) is proposed.

To assess the efficiency of sequential spin‐order transfers after *para*‐hydrogenation of the precursors, polarization levels at 7 T were detected in a set of three different experiments on ^1^H~2~ and on the methylene ^13^C~3~ and on the carboxylic ^13^C~4~ in *cis*‐cinnamyl acetate and *cis*‐cinnamyl pyruvate. Figure [3](#open201800024-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} a shows that the carboxylate ^13^C NMR signals of cinnamyl acetate and cinnamyl pyruvate after *para*‐hydrogenation and application of the ESOTHERIC sequence are enhanced more than 20 000 times for the acetate derivative and 15 000 times for the pyruvate derivative compared to that of a thermally polarized higher concentrated solution of the acetate precursor, 3‐phenyl(1--^13^C,^2^H~2~)prop‐2‐yn‐1‐yl(1--^13^C)acetate. The enhanced ^1^H and ^13^C NMR spectra of the labeled methylene carbon (^13^C~3~) of the cinnamyl derivatives are shown in the Supporting Information. The signal enhancements were calculated by taking the ratio of the integrated peaks in the *para*‐hydrogenated systems over the integrated reference signal (aromatic protons for ^1^H~2~, labeled methylene carbon for ^13^C~3~, and labeled carboxylic carbon for ^13^C~4~) in the thermally polarized acetate precursor, scaled by the respective number of spins, number of scans, and concentrations (we would like to note that utilizing much larger concentrations than 1.5 m[m]{.smallcaps} of metabolites resulted in radiation damping, which complicates the proper quantification of the experiments). The proton signal of the products after *para*‐hydrogenation has *anti*‐phase character and the signal enhancements were calculated by taking the total of the absolute value of the integral for each H~2~ proton peak. The polarization values were calculated as the products of the enhancements by the thermal polarizations (22.4 ppm for ^1^H and 5.66 ppm for ^13^C) at the temperature of the reaction (320 K) in a 7 T magnetic field. The mean values with standard deviations are summarized in Table [1](#open201800024-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}. As the enhancement values of the products were calculated assuming their complete hydrogenation before the measurement sequence, the reported ^1^H polarization values are conservative estimates of the achievable polarization levels. As the proton signal is detected after a 45° pulse, the reported polarization values correspond to 50 % of the total *para*‐hydrogen two‐spin order, which can be utilized for the polarization transfer to the ^13^C nuclei, according to Equation (1). In our experiments, we obtained *P*(^1^H~2~)=14.4±1.1 % and *P*(^1^H~2~)=10.7±0.6 % for the hydrogenated cinnamyl acetate and cinnamyl pyruvate, respectively. Hence, we estimated that the maximum two‐spin order that can be transferred into ^13^C polarization is 28.8 % in the acetate derivative and 21.4 % in the pyruvate derivative. By using the ESOTHERIC pulse sequence described above, we achieved *P*(^13^C~4~)=13±0.9 % for the acetate and *P*(^13^C~4~)=8.9±0.2 % for the pyruvate derivative. This gives an experimental transfer efficiency of 45 % for acetate and 42 % for pyruvate. The transfer efficiencies are calculated for the molecules after *para*‐hydrogen has been added and do not take into account how efficient the hydrogenation is. Theoretically, our approach has a transfer efficiency close to unity. In practice, *J*‐coupled protons from the acetate and the phenyl group that are not part of the coupling network utilized during the transfer reduce the efficiency by about 5 % (see the Supporting Information for a detailed discussion of the transfer efficiency; other ^1^H couplings are less than 1 Hz) to 95 %. The main source of loss in the experiments is attributed to spin relaxation, especially to ^13^C~3~, which has a transverse relaxation time *T* ~2~ (^13^C~3~)=1 s (other relaxation times: *T* ~1~ (^13^C~3~)=50 s, *T* ~1~ (^13^C~4~)=52 s, *T* ~2~ (^13^C~4~)=10 s) in the acetate derivative in the presence of the catalyst.

![Hyperpolarization of acetate and pyruvate. a) ^13^C {1H} NMR spectra of hyperpolarized cinnamyl acetate (red) and hyperpolarized cinnamyl pyruvate (blue) in comparison to the thermally polarized acetate precursor (in black). Each spectrum was obtained in a separated experiment at 320 K in a 7 T magnetic field. The delays were Δ~A~=41.6 ms, Δ~B~=44.6 ms, Δ~C~=Δ~D~= 206 ms for cinnamyl acetate and Δ~A~=43.4 ms, Δ~B~=41.6 ms, Δ~C~=Δ~D~= 188.6 ms for cinnamyl pyruvate. b) ^13^C{1H} NMR hyperpolarized spectra of cinnamyl acetate (red) and cinnamyl pyruvate (blue) and the cleaved metabolites: acetate (magenta) and pyruvate (green).](OPEN-7-344-g003){#open201800024-fig-0003}

###### 

Polarization levels and *J*‐couplings in acetate and pyruvate precursors. The atom subscripts follow the numbering of Figure [2](#open201800024-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}.

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Product     *P* (^1^H~2~)\   *P* (^13^C~3~)\   *P* (^13^C~4~)\   ^3^ *J* ~1,2~\   ^3^ *J* ~1,3~\   ^2^ *J* ~3,4~\
              \[%\]            \[%\]\            \[%\]\            (*J* ~HH~)\      (*J* ~HC~)\      (*J* ~CC~)\
                               arm               metabolite        \[Hz\]           \[Hz\]           \[Hz\]
  ----------- ---------------- ----------------- ----------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------
  cinnamyl\   14.4±1.1         21.1±0.4          13±0.9            11.9             11.4             2.35
  acetate                                                                                            

  cinnamyl\   10.7±0.6         12.4±0.8          8.9±0.2           12.0             11.5             2.65
  pyruvate                                                                                           
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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To estimate the polarization losses during the *para*‐hydrogen bubbling period, we measured the ^1^H spin‐lattice relaxation time *T* ~1~ (^1^H)=12 s and the ^1^H singlet lifetime[36](#open201800024-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} *T* ~S~=17 s of the added protons in the *cis*‐cinnamyl ester acetate. Assuming an exponential ^1^H‐polarization decay during the bubbling of *para*‐hydrogen (20 s), according to *T* ~S,~ we expect an immediate polarization improvement of a factor of 2--3 if the polarization is carried out within two or three seconds inside a more sophisticated polarizer as, for example, presented in Refs. [11](#open201800024-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#open201800024-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#open201800024-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#open201800024-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}.

Lastly, we assessed the polarization levels transferred to the carboxylic ^13^C in acetic acid and in pyruvate after cleaving off the sidearm, see Figure [3](#open201800024-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} b. To ensure complete operation of B~1~ on the whole spin system before and after injection of the cleaving solutions, the volume of the initial \[D~6~\]acetone solutions, containing the catalyst and the precursor, was reduced to 0.2 mL, corresponding to half of the height of the RF coil. After the cleavage solution, the total volume corresponded to 0.4 mL, on which the whole B~1~ acts and allows for quantification of the polarization level. Following *para*‐hydrogenation, the carboxylic ^13^C~4~ nucleus in the cinnamyl derivatives was hyperpolarized by using the ESOTHERIC sequence. An additional 90° pulse on the ^13^C channel was applied in order to store the hyperpolarization as longitudinal magnetization. A 0.2 mL solution of 0.5 [m]{.smallcaps} NaOD in D~2~O/\[D~4~\]MeOH (50 %/50 % in v/v) was injected through a plastic hose to the hyperpolarized derivatives inside the cryomagnet. After injection of the NaOD solution, nitrogen gas was bubbled at atmospheric pressure through the solution to speed up the mixing process. After a fixed reaction time, the remaining polarization was detected by using a 90° pulse. The ^13^C spectrum (Figure [3](#open201800024-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} b) thus obtained shows the release of free acetate at 189 ppm and pyruvate at 192 ppm as well as the signal of the residual cinnamyl acetate (182 ppm). That the peaks can be assigned to acetate and pyruvate has been confirmed by adding additional ^13^C‐labeled metabolite (cleaved metabolite) to the NMR tube to detect the ^13^C signal in one scan. Taking into account the final concentration of the sample, it was estimated that about a third of the polarization, *P*(^13^C)=3.6 %, is preserved in both acetic acid and cinnamyl acetate after 40 s of cleavage reaction. A similar polarization level, *P*(^13^C)=3.4 %, is preserved in pyruvate and after 10 s of cleavage reaction.

In summary, we have introduced a pulsed approach that allows for generating high levels of polarization in metabolites within seconds by utilizing *para*‐hydrogen in the high field of the probing magnet. High fields may not just be generated by superconducting magnets, but, for example, by a portable Halbach array based on permanent magnets with magnetic field strengths larger than 0.5 T. Our success in polarizing metabolites was accomplished by introducing a selective ^13^C and ^2^H labeling scheme that allowed us to design an optimized metabolite precursor and combine it with a pulse sequence specifically designed for spin‐order transfer of *para*‐hydrogen in that molecule. In the proposed molecular systems, the theoretical efficiency for polarization transfer from *para*‐hydrogen to the ^13^C nucleus in the metabolite of interest approaches unity when relaxation effects are disregarded, and we obtain more than 42 % experimentally. The transfer efficiency translates into average polarization levels of 13 and 8.9 % for acetate and pyruvate precursors, and we demonstrated that hyperpolarized acetate and pyruvate can be obtained upon cleavage of the sidearm. Although we demonstrate the polarization of metabolites in organic solvents mainly for quantification reasons, we expect that, in the near future, polarization levels \>30 % and signal enhancements larger than 50 000 in cleaved metabolites can be obtained, utilizing a more sophisticated *para*‐hydrogenation reactor in combination with a more efficient automated precursor cleavage protocol (and phase extraction). Improving the metabolite precursors relaxation times may result in a further increase of polarization. The results obtained so far demonstrate that PHIP is a feasible method to rapidly generate hyperpolarized metabolites and the applicability for portable permanent magnet setups is at hand.

Experimental Section {#open201800024-sec-0002}
====================

\[D~6~\]Acetone samples with a 1.5 m[m]{.smallcaps} concentration of the precursor and 5 m[m]{.smallcaps} of commercially available catalyst (\[1,4‐Bis(diphenylphosphino)butane\] (1,5‐cyclooctadiene)rhodium(I) tetrafluoroborate) were placed in a 5 mm NMR tube. *para*‐Enriched hydrogen gas was obtained by using a Bruker *para*‐hydrogen generator (BPHG 90). The nominal conversion temperature in the generator was set to 36 K, providing 92 % *para*‐enriched hydrogen gas. Gaseous *para*‐hydrogen was delivered through a capillary and bubbled through the solution by using a home‐built, automated setup at 320 K to speed up the reaction. The gas delivery setup follows the idea of Ref. [33](#open201800024-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}. The *para*‐hydrogen gas was kept at 6 bar to achieve a higher concentration of the dissolved gas and increase the rate of the hydrogenation reaction. The NMR measurements were done in a standard double resonance inverse probehead in a 7 T cryomagnet coupled to a Bruker spectrometer system (Avance III HD, 300 MHz). Following a bubbling period of 20 s and a settling time of 2 s, an NMR pulse sequence was initiated to transfer the *para*‐hydrogen spin order to observable magnetization, and the FID of the enhanced ^1^H or ^13^C signal was recorded. A 45° pulse was used to probe ^1^H polarization in a single‐scan acquisition. The hyperpolarized ^13^C spectra were recorded in a single scan by applying the ESOTHERIC sequence for spin order transfer.

More experimental details and synthetic procedures can be found in the Supporting Information.
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